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The agriculture industry has radically transformed 
over the past 50 years. Advances in machinery 
have expanded the scale, speed, and productivity 
of farm equipment, leading to more efficient 
cultivation of more land. Seed, irrigation, and 
fertilizers also have vastly improved, helping farmers 
increase yields. Now, agriculture is in the early 
days of yet another revolution, at the heart of which 
lie data and connectivity. Artificial intelligence, 
analytics, connected sensors, and other emerging 
technologies could further increase yields, improve 
the efficiency of water and other inputs, and build 
sustainability and resilience across crop cultivation 
and animal husbandry.

Without a solid connectivity infrastructure, 
however, none of this is possible. If connectivity 
is implemented successfully in agriculture, the 
industry could tack on $500 billion in additional 
value to the global gross domestic product by 
2030, according to our research. This would 
amount to a 7 to 9 percent improvement from its 
expected total and would alleviate much of the 
present pressure on farmers. It is one of just seven 
sectors that, fueled by advanced connectivity, will 
contribute $2 trillion to $3 trillion in additional 

value to global GDP over the next decade, 
according to research by the McKinsey Center  
for Advanced Connectivity and the McKinsey 
Global Institute (MGI) (see sidebar “The future  
of connectivity”).

Demand for food is growing at the same time the 
supply side faces constraints in land and farming 
inputs. The world’s population is on track to reach 
9.7 billion by 2050,1 requiring a corresponding 
70 percent increase in calories available for 
consumption, even as the cost of the inputs 
needed to generate those calories is rising.2 By 
2030, the water supply will fall 40 percent short 
of meeting global water needs,3 and rising energy, 
labor, and nutrient costs are already pressuring 
profit margins. About one-quarter of arable land is 
degraded and needs significant restoration before 
it can again sustain crops at scale.4 And then there 
are increasing environmental pressures, such 
as climate change and the economic impact of 
catastrophic weather events, and social pressures, 
including the push for more ethical and sustainable 
farm practices, such as higher standards for  
farm-animal welfare and reduced use of chemicals 
and water.

1 The World Population Prospects: 2015 Revision, United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division, 2015.
2 World Resources Report: Creating a Sustainable Food Future, United Nations, World Resources Institute, and the World Bank, 2013.
3 World Could Face Water Availability Shortfall by 2030 if Current Trends Continue, Secretary-General Warns at Meeting of High-Level Panel,  
 United Nations, 2016.
4 The State of the World’s Land and Water Resources for Food and Agriculture: Managing systems at risk, Food and Agriculture Organization of  
 the United Nations and Earthscan, 2011.

The future of connectivity

As the world experiences a quantum 
leap in the speed and scope of digital 
connections, industries are gaining new 
and enhanced tools to boost productivity 
and spur innovation. Over the next decade, 
existing technologies like fiber, low-pow-
er wide-area networks (LPWAN), Wi-Fi 
6, low- to mid-band 5G, and short-range 
connections like radio-frequency identi-
fication (RFID) will expand their reach as 
networks are built out and adoption grows. 

At the same time, new generations of these 
technologies will appear, with upgraded 
standards. In addition, new types of more 
revolutionary—and more capital-intensive—
frontier connectivity, like high-band 5G and 
low-Earth-orbit (LEO) satellites, will begin 
to come online.

Together, these technological develop-
ments will unlock powerful new capabilities 
across industries. Near-global coverage 

will allow the expansion of use cases even 
to remote areas and will enable constant 
connectivity universally. Massive use of 
Internet of Things (IoT) applications and 
use cases will be enabled as new technol-
ogies allow very high device densities. And 
mission-critical services will take advan-
tage of ultralow-latency, high-reliability, 
and high-security connections.
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To address these forces poised to further roil 
the industry, agriculture must embrace a digital 
transformation enabled by connectivity. Yet 
agriculture remains less digitized compared with 
many other industries globally. Past advances were 
mostly mechanical, in the form of more powerful and 
efficient machinery, and genetic, in the form of more 
productive seed and fertilizers. Now much more 
sophisticated, digital tools are needed to deliver 
the next productivity leap. Some already exist 
to help farmers more efficiently and sustainably 
use resources, while more advanced ones are in 
development. These new technologies can upgrade 
decision making, allowing better risk and variability 
management to optimize yields and improve 
economics. Deployed in animal husbandry, they can 
enhance the well-being of livestock, addressing the 
growing concerns over animal welfare.

But the industry confronts two significant 
obstacles. Some regions lack the necessary 
connectivity infrastructure, making development 
of it paramount. In regions that already have a 
connectivity infrastructure, farms have been slow 
to deploy digital tools because their impact has not 
been sufficiently proven. 

The COVID-19 crisis has further intensified 
other challenges agriculture faces in five areas: 
efficiency, resilience, digitization, agility, and 
sustainability. Lower sales volumes have pressured 
margins, exacerbating the need for farmers to 
contain costs further. Gridlocked global supply 
chains have highlighted the importance of having 
more local providers, which could increase the 
resilience of smaller farms. In this global pandemic, 

heavy reliance on manual labor has further 
affected farms whose workforces face mobility 
restrictions. Additionally, significant environmental 
benefits from decreased travel and consumption 
during the crisis are likely to drive a desire for more 
local, sustainable sourcing, requiring producers to 
adjust long-standing practices. In short, the crisis 
has accentuated the necessity of more widespread 
digitization and automation, while suddenly shifting 
demand and sales channels have underscored the 
value of agile adaptation.

Current connectivity in agriculture
In recent years, many farmers have begun to consult 
data about essential variables like soil, crops, 
livestock, and weather. Yet few if any have had 
access to advanced digital tools that would help to 
turn these data into valuable, actionable insights. 
In less-developed regions, almost all farmwork is 
manual, involving little or no advanced connectivity 
or equipment.

Even in the United States, a pioneer country in 
connectivity, only about one-quarter of farms 
currently use any connected equipment or devices 
to access data, and that technology isn’t exactly 
state-of-the-art, running on 2G or 3G networks 
that telcos plan to dismantle or on very low-band 
IoT networks that are complicated and expensive to 
set up. In either case, those networks can support 
only a limited number of devices and lack the 
performance for real-time data transfer, which is 
essential to unlock the value of more advanced and 
complex use cases.

Demand for food is growing at the same 
time the supply side faces constraints in 
land and farming inputs.
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Exhibit 1

Connectivity spectrum and value proposition
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Over the next decade, existing connectivity technologies will advance and totally 
new ones will emerge.

Nonetheless, current IoT technologies running on 
3G and 4G cellular networks are in many cases 
sufficient to enable simpler use cases, such as 
advanced monitoring of crops and livestock. In the 
past, however, the cost of hardware was high, so the 
business case for implementing IoT in farming did 
not hold up. Today, device and hardware costs are 
dropping rapidly, and several providers now offer 
solutions at a price we believe will deliver a return in 
the first year of investment.

These simpler tools are not enough, though, to 
unlock all the potential value that connectivity holds 
for agriculture. To attain that, the industry must 
make full use of digital applications and analytics, 
which will require low latency, high bandwidth, high 
resiliency, and support for a density of devices offered 
by advanced and frontier connectivity technologies 
like LPWAN, 5G, and LEO satellites (Exhibit 1).

The challenge the industry is facing is thus twofold: 
infrastructure must be developed to enable the use 
of connectivity in farming, and where connectivity 
already exists, strong business cases must be 
made in order for solutions to be adopted. The good 

news is that connectivity coverage is increasing 
almost everywhere. By 2030, we expect advanced 
connectivity infrastructure of some type to cover 
roughly 80 percent of the world’s rural areas; the 
notable exception is Africa, where only a quarter of 
its area will be covered. The key, then, is to develop 
more—and more effective—digital tools for the 
industry and to foster widespread adoption of them.

As connectivity increasingly takes hold, these tools 
will enable new capabilities in agriculture:

 — Massive Internet of Things. Low-power networks 
and cheaper sensors will set the stage for the 
IoT to scale up, enabling such use cases as 
precision irrigation of field crops, monitoring of 
large herds of livestock, and tracking of the use 
and performance of remote buildings and large 
fleets of machinery.

 — Mission-critical services. Ultralow latency and 
improved stability of connections will foster 
confidence to run applications that demand 
absolute reliability and responsiveness, such as 
operating autonomous machinery and drones.
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 — Near-global coverage. If LEO satellites attain 
their potential, they will enable even the  
most remote rural areas of the world to use 
extensive digitization, which will enhance global 
farming productivity.

Connectivity’s potential for  
value creation
By the end of the decade, enhanced connectivity 
in agriculture could add more than $500 billion 
to global gross domestic product, a critical 
productivity improvement of 7 to 9 percent for the 
industry.5 Much of that value, however, will require 
investments in connectivity that today are largely 
absent from agriculture. Other industries already 
use technologies like LPWAN, cloud computing, and 
cheaper, better sensors requiring minimal hardware, 

which can significantly reduce the necessary 
investment. We have analyzed five use cases—
crop monitoring, livestock monitoring, building 
and equipment management, drone farming, and 
autonomous farming machinery—where enhanced 
connectivity is already in the early stages of being 
used and is most likely to deliver the higher yields, 
lower costs, and greater resilience and sustainability 
that the industry needs to thrive in the 21st century 
(Exhibit 2).

It’s important to note that use cases do not 
apply equally across regions. For example, in 
North America, where yields are already fairly 
optimized, monitoring solutions do not have the 
same potential for value creation as in Asia or 
Africa, where there is much more room to improve 
productivity. Drones and autonomous machinery 

Exhibit 2

Distribution of potential value from connectivity in 2030, by subindustry, $ billion

Distribution of potential value from connectivity in 2030, by region, $ billion
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Agriculture connectivity could unlock more than $500 billion in GDP by 2030.

5 This represents our estimate of the total potential for value added in agricultural production; it is not an estimate of the agritech and precision-
agriculture market size.
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will deliver more impact to advanced markets, as 
technology will likely be more readily available 
there (Exhibit 3).

Potential value initially will accrue to large farms 
that have more investing power and better 
incentives to digitize. Connectivity promises  
easier surveying of large tracts, and the fixed  

costs of developing IoT solutions are more easily 
offset in large production facilities than on  
small family farms. Crops like cereals, grains,  
fruits, and vegetables will generate most of 
the value we identified, for similar reasons. 
Connectivity enables more use cases in these 
sectors than in meat and dairy, because of the 
large average size of farms, relatively higher  

Exhibit 3

Agriculture connectivity use cases
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A number of advanced connectivity use cases have the potential to radically 
transform many aspects of farming by 2030.
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player consolidation, and better applicability  
of connected technologies, as IoT networks are 
especially adapted to static monitoring of many 
variables. It’s also interesting to note that Asia 
should garner about 60 percent of the total  
value simply because it produces the biggest 
volume of crops (see sidebar “About the use- 
case research”).

Use case 1: Crop monitoring
Connectivity offers a variety of ways to improve the 
observation and care of crops. Integrating weather 
data, irrigation, nutrient, and other systems could 
improve resource use and boost yields by more 

accurately identifying and predicting deficiencies. 
For instance, sensors deployed to monitor soil 
conditions could communicate via LPWAN, directing 
sprinklers to adjust water and nutrient application. 
Sensors could also deliver imagery from remote 
corners of fields to assist farmers in making more 
informed and timely decisions and getting early 
warnings of problems like disease or pests.

Smart monitoring could also help farmers optimize 
the harvesting window. Monitoring crops for quality 
characteristics—say, sugar content and fruit color—
could help farmers maximize the revenue from  
their crops.

About the use-case research

The value of our agriculture-connectivity 
use cases resides primarily in labor  
efficiencies, input optimization, yield in-
creases, reduced overhead, and improve-
ments in operation and maintenance of 
machinery. Each use case enables a series 
of improvement levers in those areas that 
promise to enhance the productivity of 
farming (exhibit).

We applied those levers to the profitability 
drivers of agricultural production to derive 
an economic potential for the industry as 
a whole. For example, a use case might 
enable a 5 to 10 percent reduction in 
fertilizer usage, saving costs for the farmer, 
or enable 3 percent higher yields, leading 
to greater revenues for the farmer. In fact, 
higher yields represent the largest oppor-

tunity, with advanced connectivity poten-
tially adding some $350 billion of value to 
global food production without additional 
inputs or labor costs.

Exhibit 
Web <2020>
<IOTAgriculture>
Exhibit <4> of <4>

Our assessment of the potential impact of connectivity is based on regional 
and subindustry-speci�c characteristics.

Farm-costs
structure¹

● By region
● By subindustry

Improvement 
potential from 
use cases²

● By cost driver
● By region
● By subindustry

Forecasted 2030 
gross output⁴

● By region
● By subindustry

Output-
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Estimated 
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Take rate of 
use cases³
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● By industry 

¹Data sourced from Agreste, DE&S India, Egerton University, IEG FNP, Renmin University, WIND, The World Bank Group, and USDA and supplemented by 
expert interviews and McKinsey analysis.
²Data sourced from past client work and publicly available sources and supplemented by expert interviews and McKinsey analysis. 
³Data sourced from expert interviews and McKinsey analysis. 
⁴Data sourced from FAO, IHS Markit, Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, and The World Bank Group and supplemented by McKinsey 
analysis.

Our assessment of the potential impact of connectivity is based on regional 
and subindustry-specific characteristics.
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Most IoT networks today cannot support imagery 
transfer between devices, let alone autonomous 
imagery analysis, nor can they support high 
enough device numbers and density to monitor 
large fields accurately. Narrowband Internet of 
Things (NB-IoT) and 5G promise to solve these 
bandwidth and connection-density issues. The use 
of more and smoother connections between soil, 
farm equipment, and farm managers could unlock 
$130 billion to $175 billion in value by 2030.

Use case 2: Livestock monitoring 
Preventing disease outbreaks and spotting 
animals in distress are critical in large-scale 
livestock management, where most animals are 
raised in close quarters on a regimen that ensures 
they move easily through a highly automated 
processing system. Chips and body sensors that 
measure temperature, pulse, and blood pressure, 
among other indicators, could detect illnesses 
early, preventing herd infection and improving 
food quality. Farmers are already using ear-tag 
technology from providers such as Smartbow (part 
of Zoetis) to monitor cows’ heat, health, and location, 
or technology from companies such as Allflex to 
implement comprehensive electronic tracing in case 
of disease outbreaks.

Similarly, environmental sensors could trigger 
automatic adjustments in ventilation or heating 
in barns, lessening distress and improving living 
conditions that increasingly concern consumers.

Better monitoring of animal health and growth 
conditions could produce $70 billion to $90 billion 
in value by 2030.

Use case 3: Building and equipment 
management
Chips and sensors to monitor and measure levels 
of silos and warehouses could trigger automated 
reordering, reducing inventory costs for farmers, 
many of whom are already using such systems from 
companies like Blue Level Technologies. Similar tools 
could also improve shelf life of inputs and reduce 
post-harvest losses by monitoring and automatically 
optimizing storage conditions. Monitoring conditions 
and usage of buildings and equipment also has the 
potential to reduce energy consumption.

Computer vision and sensors attached to equipment 
and connected to predictive-maintenance systems 
could decrease repair costs and extend machinery 
and equipment life.

Such solutions could achieve $40 billion to  
$60 billion in cost savings by 2030.

Use case 4: Farming by drone
Agriculture has been using drones for some two 
decades, with farmers around the world relying on 
pioneers like Yamaha’s RMAX remote-controlled 
helicopter to help with crop spraying. Now the next 
generation of drones is starting to impact the sector, 
with the ability to survey crops and herds over vast 
areas quickly and efficiently or as a relay system 
for ferrying real-time data to other connected 
equipment and installations. Drones also could use 
computer vision to analyze field conditions and 
deliver precise interventions like fertilizers, nutrients, 
and pesticides where crops most need them. Or 
they could plant seed in remote locations, lowering 
equipment and workforce costs. By reducing costs 
and improving yields, the use of drones could 
generate between $85 billion and $115 billion in value.

Use case 5: Autonomous farming machinery
More precise GPS controls paired with computer 
vision and sensors could advance the deployment 
of smart and autonomous farm machinery. Farmers 
could operate a variety of equipment on their field 
simultaneously and without human intervention, 
freeing up time and other resources. Autonomous 
machines are also more efficient and precise at 
working a field than human-operated ones, which 
could generate fuel savings and higher yields. 
Increasing the autonomy of machinery through 
better connectivity could create $50 billion to  
$60 billion of additional value by 2030.

Additional sources of value
Connected technologies offer an additional, indirect 
benefit, the value of which is not included in the 
estimates given in these use cases. The global 
farming industry is highly fragmented, with most 
labor done by individual farm owners. Particularly in 
Asia and Africa, few farms employ outside workers. 
On such farms, the adoption of connectivity 
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solutions should free significant time for farmers, 
which they can use to farm additional land for pay or 
to pursue work outside the industry.

We find the value of deploying advanced 
connectivity on these farms to achieve such labor 
efficiencies represents almost $120 billion, bringing 
the total value of enhanced connectivity from direct 
and indirect outcomes to more than $620 billion 
by 2030. The extent to which this value will be 
captured, however, relies largely on advanced 
connectivity coverage, which is expected to be fairly 
low, around 25 percent, in Africa and poorer parts of 
Asia and Latin America. Achieving the critical mass 
of adopters needed to make a business case for 
deploying advanced connectivity also will be more 
difficult in those regions, where farming is more 
fragmented than in North America and Europe.

Implications for the  
agricultural ecosystem
As the agriculture industry digitizes, new pockets  
of value will likely be unlocked. To date, input 
providers selling seed, nutrients, pesticides, and 
equipment have played a critical role in the data 
ecosystem because of their close ties with farmers, 
their own knowledge of agronomy, and their track 
record of innovation. For example, one of the 
world’s largest fertilizer distributors now offers both 
fertilizing agents and software that analyzes field 
data to help farmers determine where to apply their 
fertilizers and in what quantity. Similarly, a large-
equipment manufacturer is developing precision 
controls that make use of satellite imagery and 
vehicle-to-vehicle connections to improve the 
efficiency of field equipment.

Advanced connectivity does, however, give new 
players an opportunity to enter the space. For 
one thing, telcos and LPWAN providers have an 
essential role to play in installing the connectivity 
infrastructure needed to enable digital applications 
on farms. They could partner with public authorities 
and other agriculture players to develop public or 
private rural networks, capturing some of the new 
value in the process.

Agritech companies are another example of the new 
players coming into the agriculture sphere. They 
specialize in offering farmers innovative products 
that make use of technology and data to improve 
decision making and thereby increase yields and 
profits. Such agritech enterprises could proffer 
solutions and pricing models that reduce perceived 
risk for farmers—with, for example, subscription 
models that remove the initial investment burden 
and allow farmers to opt out at any time—likely 
leading to faster adoption of their products. An 
Italian agritech is doing this by offering to monitor 
irrigation and crop protection for wineries at a 
seasonal, per-acre fee inclusive of hardware 
installation, data collection and analysis, and 
decision support. Agritech also could partner with 
agribusinesses to develop solutions.

Still, much of this cannot happen until many rural 
areas get access to a high-speed broadband network. 
We envision three principal ways the necessary 
investment could take place to make this a reality:

 — Telco-driven deployment. Though the economics 
of high-bandwidth rural networks have generally 
been poor, telcos could benefit from a sharp 
increase in rural demand for their bandwidth as 
farmers embrace advanced applications and 
integrated solutions.

 — Provider-driven deployment. Input providers, 
with their existing industry knowledge and 
relationships, are probably best positioned to 
take the lead in connectivity-related investment. 
They could partner with telcos or LPWAN 
businesses to develop rural connectivity 
networks and then offer farmers business 
models integrating connected technology and 
product and decision support.

 — Farmer-driven deployment. Farm owners,  
alone or in tandem with LPWAN groups or telcos, 
could also drive investment. This would require 
farmers to develop the knowledge and skills 
to gather and analyze data locally, rather than 
through third parties, which is no small hurdle. 
But farmers would retain more control over data.
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How to do it
Regardless of which group drives the necessary 
investment for connectivity in agriculture, no 
single entity will be able to go it alone. All of these 
advances will require the industry’s main actors 
to embrace collaboration as an essential aspect 
of doing business. Going forward, winners in 
delivering connectivity to agriculture will need 
deep capabilities across various domains, ranging 
from knowledge of farm operations to advanced 
data analytics and the ability to offer solutions that 
integrate easily and smoothly with other platforms 
and adjacent industries. For example, data gathered 
by autonomous tractors should seamlessly flow to 
the computer controlling irrigation devices, which in 
turn should be able to use weather-station data to 
optimize irrigation plans.

Connectivity pioneers in the industry, however, have 
already started developing these new capabilities 
internally. Organizations prefer keeping proprietary 
data on operations internal for confidentiality and 
competitive reasons. This level of control also makes 
the data easier to analyze and helps the organization 
be more responsive to evolving client needs.

But developing new capabilities is not the end game. 
Agriculture players able to develop partnerships 
with telcos or LPWAN players will gain significant 
leverage in the new connected-agriculture 
ecosystem. Not only will they be able to procure 
connectivity hardware more easily and affordably 
through those partnerships, they will also be 
better positioned to develop close relationships 
with farmers as connectivity becomes a strategic 
issue. Input providers or distributors could thus 
find themselves in a connectivity race. If input 

providers manage to develop such partnerships, 
they could connect directly with farmers and cut 
out distributors entirely. If distributors win that race, 
they will consolidate their position in the value chain 
by remaining an essential intermediary, closer to the 
needs of farmers.

The public sector also could play a role by improving 
the economics of developing broadband networks, 
particularly in rural areas. For example, the German 
and Korean governments have played a major role 
in making network development more attractive 
by heavily subsidizing spectrum or providing tax 
breaks to telcos.6 Other regions could replicate this 
model, accelerating development of connective 
products by cost-effectively giving input providers 
and agritech companies assurance of a backbone 
over which they could deliver services. Eventual 
deployment of LEO satellite constellations would 
likely have a similar impact.

Agriculture, one of the world’s oldest industries, 
finds itself at a technological crossroads. To handle 
increasing demand and several disruptive trends 
successfully, the industry will need to overcome 
the challenges to deploying advanced connectivity. 
This will require significant investment in 
infrastructure and a realignment of traditional roles. 
It is a huge but critical undertaking, with more 
than $500 billion in value at stake. The success 
and sustainability of one of the planet’s oldest 
industries may well depend on this technology 
transformation, and those that embrace it at 
the outset may be best positioned to thrive in 
agriculture’s connectivity-driven future.
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